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Oshkosh Country Club’s founding dates back 
to 1899.  Its roots run deep within the local 
community as well as the early history of golf in 
Wisconsin and the Midwest

Today the rich tradition of OCC remains 
interwoven with the Oshkosh community.  
Oshkosh Country Club provides a top-notch 
golf course and unique and memorable dining 
experiences, where the quality of service and 
amenities exceed expectation.



CONTACT
920.231.1078

GOLF

With roots going back to the early days of golf in the state of Wisconsin and Midwest, Oshkosh 
Country Club is consistently ranked the best 18-hole golf course in Oshkosh and one of the best in 
the Fox Valley.  Featuring 6,300 yards of beautiful and challenging play, a driving range and practice 
putting green, the course is both friendly and challenging enough to satisfy all your golf needs.

PRACTICE FACILITY

GOLF SIMULATOR

Oshkosh Country Club offers a Kentucky blue grass driving range and 
large course-like putting green with 6 different targets. The driving range 
features short range target chipping nets and 3 target greens with flags 
and daily updated yardage. For your convenience, the driving range also 
supplies alignment sticks, club cleaning station, and mats for certain 
conditions. The practice facility is located directly in front of our pro-shop, 
making assistance and instruction always close by. 

A new state of the art indoor golf simulator will be available in 2019. The 
simulator will allow golfers to swing and compete on the days that the 
weather isn’t in their favor. It will also provide an opportunity for golfers to 
dial in their game during the long Wisconsin winters.

The golf shop at the OCC is well stocked with the latest in 
golf apparel, shoes and accessories for men, women and 
juniors. We carry all the latest equipment from leading 
manufactures. If we do not have an item in stock, we will do 
all we can to get it for you through special ordering. 

We can order pieces with or without the OCC logo or with 
your company’s logo. 

One of the benefits of being a golf member at OCC is a 
discount on all items available in the golf shop.

PROSHOP



ANNUAL EVENTS

MEN

JUNIOR

WOMEN

COUPLES

INSTRUCTION

• Men’s Day 
Every Thursday with a 
weekly game offered

• Men’s Challenge Cup

• Match Play 
Championship

• Men’s Opener 
Tournament

• OCC Member-Member

• Junior Elite

• Junior Golf Camps

• Couple’s Drop In

• 9 & Dine 
“Merica”

• Golf Lessons From PGA Professional

• Free Chipping, Pitching, Bunkers, and Full Swing Clinics

• State of the Art Golf Simulator for Teaching

• Women’s Day 
Every Wednesday with a 
weekly game offered

• Women’s Fun Nights

• Spring Tune Up 
Includes Short Game, 
Full Swing, and On 
Course Training

• Stroke Play 
Championship

• 1899 Cup

• Oshkosh Cup

• Last Man Standing

• Men’s Closer

• Father Child Event

• Summer Long Junior 
Golf Clinics

• Junior PGA League

• 9 & Dine 
“Murder Mystery”

• 9 & Dine 
“Las Vegas - Night Golf”

• Women’s Guest Day 

• Mother Child Event



HOLE-BY-HOLE

Ranked the best 18-hole golf course in Oshkosh and one of the best in Fox Valley, 
the OCC course features 6,300 yards of beautiful conditions. Each hole is specifically 
designed to challenge every golfer with a variety of situations.

1 32PAR 4 PAR 4PAR 4
360 441376

348 425327

337 425327

260 330240

The opening hole 
skirts a pond on the 
left side which is 
somewhat hidden 
from the tee.  This 
hole features the most 
difficult green on the 
golf course sloping 
from right to left.

A long Par 4 on the golf course 
will also require an accurate 
tee shot to avoid the tree 
lined fairway on both sides.  
The fairway bunker can be 
deceiving as it isn’t nearly as 
close to the green. The green is 
guarded on the left by a deep 
bunker and the rest of the green 
surround is well mounded to 
challenge your short game.

4 PAR 5
519

505

474

380

The first Par 5 on the golf course 
with one of the wider fairway 
landing areas.  Going for the 
green in 2 will require a shot 
that avoids the flanking fairway 
bunkers to the left and right just 
short of the green and avoid a 
greenside bunker on the left.  
Be careful of going over the 
green as out of bounds is very 
near the backside of the green.

The 2nd requires an 
accurate tee shot 
to a narrow fairway 
avoiding the wooded 
area to the right side 
of the fairway.  A 
deceiving back to front 
green with a small false 
front can be misleading.

5 PAR 3
212

162

162

90

The first Par 3 will 
certainly put you to the 
test. The long Par 3 does 
have the largest surface 
of all the Par 3’s, but has 
a severe false front and 
is guarded on both sides 
by bunkers.  Getting close 
to a hole location on 
the front of the green is 
especially challenging.

6 PAR 5
499

449

449

340

A shorter Par 5 that will 
require an accurate tee shot 
for a great chance to reach 
the putting surface in 2.  
Must avoid a miss to the left 
on this hole as out of bounds 
lines the entire left side of 
the hole from just off the 
fairway.  The green is flanked 
by two greenside bunkers 
and mounds surrounding the 
backside of the green.  



98

14

PAR 4PAR 3

PAR 3

340171

185

327144

152

279134

83

240100

80

A right to left dogleg with a 
fairway sloping from right to 
left. A tee shot that requires 
you to carry the creek and 
avoid the creek to the left as 
it runs along the entire length 
of the hole. Avoiding the 
greenside bunkers is a must as 
the deep bunkers cover the left 
side of the putting green and 
the green rolls right off into the 
right greenside bunker.

10 PAR 4
383

284

284

250

Straight away tee shot 
making the turn, avoid a 
miss to the left as a creek 
lines the left side of this 
hole. An approach shot to 
our largest putting green 
on the golf course will 
require a precise distance 
to avoid a long putt.

Another short Par 4 
with a hard dog leg to 

the left, that requires a 
well-planned tee shot to 
leave yourself a good look 
for your 2nd. A flowing 
creek that you must 
avoid with both your tee 
shot and approach shot 
requires consideration.  
Avoid the miss to the 
right of the green as it 

drops off severely.

11 PAR 5
488

475

408

340

A decision to be made from the 
tee with this short Par 5 double 

dog leg.  A hole that is heavily 
guarded with trees up both sides 
as it bends to the right, left, and 

back to the right.  An aggressive 
tee shot to the left side of the 

fairway will give you a great 
shot at finding the surface in 
2.  Any tee shot into the trees 
will make it a 3 shot hole.

12 PAR 4
357

295

295

260

A shorter Par 4 bending back 
to the left from off the tee.  

Avoid the big miss to the left 
and right to avoid further 
trouble.  An approach shot 
will challenge distance and 
accuracy to get it close.  
Not hitting the proper tier 
or side of this green will 
require some attention 
with the putter. 

7 PAR 4
384

369

363

280

Some strategy involved with 
the placement of your tee 
shot here helps.  A shorter Par 
4 with a large tree placed 80 
yards from the green.  Leave 
yourself on the left side of 
the fairway or enough room 
to clear the tree with your 
approach. A false front and 
bunkers guarding both sides 
of the angling green make it a 
challenging approach. 

A precise tee shot here to a 
severe back to front sloping 
green is required. With a 
greenside bunker to the right, 
and small creek somewhat 
hidden in front of the green 
any shot that misses the 
putting surface will require 
some serious short game to 
get up and down.  

The most interesting Par 3 
of them all, worthy of our 
“signature hole.”  This punch 
bowl style green can be very 
rewarding if playing the slopes 
right.  Club selection that 
requires a precise yardage to not 
be short and fall victim to the 
slop of the false front or fly the 
green leaving a down hill chip 
shot to a severely sloped green 
that will lead you down to the 
water hazard.

13 PAR 4
417

355

347

300

The long Par 4 with out 
of bounds guarding the 
entire left side will require 
a solid tee shot up the hill 
across the creek.  Accurate 
approach shot is a must to 
avoid the greenside bunker 
to the left, mounds to the 
right and sever drop off for 
any shot over the green.  

15 PAR 4
319

276

276

250

The shortest Par 4 on the 
golf course that gives you 
many options off the tee.  
However, this will require 
the most demanding 
approach shot to the 
smallest putting surface 
on the golf course. Steep 
slopes surround the putting 
green with the most severe 
false front for any shot that 
comes up just a bit short.

16 PAR 4
329

261

261

230
18 PAR 3

156

130

87

85
17 PAR 4

372

299

291

240

Straight away and down 
the hill with this Par 4.  

Carefully navigate your 
tee shot down the middle to 

avoid the lateral hazard on the 
left and trees to the right.  An 

intimidating approach shot with 
a pond stretching the entire 
right side of the green extending 
all the way up the approach. 
Steer away from the deep bunker 
on the left side of the green.

The shorter Par 3 requires 
full attention with a precise 
tee shot.  With the exposure 
to the wind the club 
selection and commitment 
is critical.  Crossing a creek 
along with a pond flanking 
the entire right-side 
players must make one of 
their best swings of the 
day.  Missing the green will 
certainly challenge your 
short game ability. 



The OCC Pool is open six days a week (Memorial Day through Labor Day, weather permitting) with certified 
lifeguards on duty at all times. The heated pool has a walk-in entry with the deepest depth being 4.6 feet. 
Our facility is a fantastic spot to hold a pool party or event. We have a pool kitchen that offers the family 
mocktails, cocktails, food, snacks, and ice cream treats. Our restaurant food menu is also available to you, 
anything the clubhouse offers can be delivered to you poolside. We also offer swimming lessons running 
from June 11th–August 6th with lessons on Wednesday through Fridays with limited weekend availability.

The OCC Tennis Courts welcome all ages to play tennis, pickleball or lessons that can be set up privately.

POOL AMENITIES:

• Adjustable Lunge Chairs

• Cabanas

• Large Locker Rooms

POOL

TENNIS

• Towel Service

• Family Bathroom

• Provided Pool Toys

• 2 Basketball Hoops

• Giant Funbrella

• Frog Water Slide

• Surface and Wall 
Geysers

• Relaxing Music



GOLF OUTINGS

EXCELLENT VALUE
Complete packages include golf, cart, and food.

PRISTINE GOLF COURSE
Your golfers will love the layout of the course and always outstanding conditions.

EXCEPTIONAL FOOD SELECTION & QUALITY
Not the usual golf outing fare, same high standards for all food served at OCC.

ORGANIZATION
We know how much effort it takes to organize a tournament.

 We’re here to help you, and minimize your workload.

FLEXIBILITY
Unlike many other golf courses, we offer options for tournaments & outings on 

days other than just Mondays, with flexible starting times. There is no event 
too big or too small!

The Oshkosh Country Club offers:

OCC is a first-rate facility with a rich golf tradition that will provide your
organization with all the amenities necessary to make your outing a success!

Contact the OCC Event Manager for additional information about scheduling a golf outing.



WEDDINGS

Contact the OCC Event Manager for additional information about available wedding packages.

The OCC clubhouse and event tent are situated perfectly on our property, allowing you to enjoy a 
multitude of beautiful golf course views including an abundance of sculptured fairways, ponds, 
award-winning landscapes, wildlife and the natural environment. 

WEDDING PACKAGES

DIAMONDPLATINUMGOLD



EVENTS

Oshkosh Country Club is a first-rate facility in a unique setting offering first class service that will 
provide your organization with all the amenities necessary to make your next event a success!

OCC offers versatile event spaces that can accommodate smaller gatherings up to 50 attendees or 
larger parties up to 230 in our Event Tent. OCC staff provide exceptional service and customized event 
planning to make hosting your event effortless.

OCC provides guests with an exclusive atmosphere and personalized experience which is perfect for a 
birthday party, milestone celebration, employee appreciation night, or holiday dinner.

OCC provides the technology and privacy needed for professional workshops, training, or seminars.

PRIVATE PARTIES

CORPORATE MEETINGS

Contact the OCC Event Manager for additional information about scheduling an event.



11 W Ripple Ave.
Oshkosh, WI 54902

920.231.1076

oshkoshcc.com

The Oshkosh Country Club is committed 
to providing its members and guests with 
exceptional service, quality experiences, 

and unmatched value.


